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SSever CCombined IImmunommunoddeficienteficient mice

• No functional murine T or B cellsNo functional murine T or B cells

•• Cannot activate the blood complement systemCannot activate the blood complement system

•• highly reduced NK and macrophage activityhighly reduced NK and macrophage activity

Ideal for xenografting with human tissue or cells such as Ideal for xenografting with human tissue or cells such as 
human hematopoietic stem cells to make Humanized human hematopoietic stem cells to make Humanized 
micemice
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Brief History of the Center for Humanized SCID Mouse Brief History of the Center for Humanized SCID Mouse 
modelsmodels

•• Situated within the department of lab animal resources, it was Situated within the department of lab animal resources, it was started by Dr started by Dr 
Gerold Feuer in 1996 who still serves as the director of the facGerold Feuer in 1996 who still serves as the director of the facility.ility.

•• The center has been conducting preThe center has been conducting pre--clinical contract work for pharmaceutical clinical contract work for pharmaceutical 
companies since 2004 and has generated close to half a million dcompanies since 2004 and has generated close to half a million dollars of ollars of 
revenue.revenue.

•• The New York Stem Cell Science board (NYSTEM) recently awarded The New York Stem Cell Science board (NYSTEM) recently awarded ~ 6 ~ 6 
million dollars of research grant to Dr Feuer to expand the centmillion dollars of research grant to Dr Feuer to expand the center and develop er and develop 
new humanized mouse models.new humanized mouse models.

•• The center currently serves as a core research facility to fourThe center currently serves as a core research facility to four principal principal 
investigators within the department of Microbiology and Immunoloinvestigators within the department of Microbiology and Immunology.gy.



Humanized SCID Mice as a platform for 
biomedical research

Humanized SCID Mice as a platform for Humanized SCID Mice as a platform for 
biomedical researchbiomedical research

The Feuer LaboratoryThe Feuer Laboratory

Modeling Human TModeling Human T--Cell Leukemia virus (HTLVCell Leukemia virus (HTLV--1) and 1) and 
KaposiKaposi’’s sarcomas sarcoma--associated Herpes Virus (KSHV) associated Herpes Virus (KSHV) 
pathogenesis in Humanized SCID Mousepathogenesis in Humanized SCID Mouse

The Moffat LaboratoryThe Moffat Laboratory

Modeling Varicella Zoster Virus (VZV) pathogenesis in Modeling Varicella Zoster Virus (VZV) pathogenesis in 
Humanized SCID MouseHumanized SCID Mouse

The The EndyEndy LaboratoryLaboratory

Modeling Dengue hemorrhagic fever pathogenesis in Modeling Dengue hemorrhagic fever pathogenesis in 
Humanized SCID mouseHumanized SCID mouse

The Rochford LaboratoryThe Rochford Laboratory

Humanized SCID Mouse as platform to test novel Humanized SCID Mouse as platform to test novel 
therapeutics against cancer and malariatherapeutics against cancer and malaria



In Vivo ImagingIn Vivo Imaging
Xenogen IVIS 200  imager can: Xenogen IVIS 200  imager can: 
Detect light in living animalsDetect light in living animals
QuantitateQuantitate bioluminescent and fluorescent bioluminescent and fluorescent 
proteins (e.g. GFP, RFP etc).proteins (e.g. GFP, RFP etc).

DD--luciferinluciferin: : injectableinjectable substrate, nonsubstrate, non--immunogenic, nonimmunogenic, non--toxic, toxic, 
rapidly diffusesrapidly diffuses

VZV genomeVZV genome LuciferaseLuciferase VZV genomeVZV genome



VVVV--II--88--37 Reduces VZV Replication 37 Reduces VZV Replication In In 
VivoVivo

Data obtained using IVIS® 200

Imaging Day 4

Diluent 15 mg/kg
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Imaging human RBC with IVIS 200 to Imaging human RBC with IVIS 200 to 
test novel antimalarial therapeuticstest novel antimalarial therapeutics

DiRDiR is a lipophilic nearis a lipophilic near--infra red infra red 
dye. dye. 
Binds to cell membranes after short Binds to cell membranes after short 
incubationincubation

DiRDiR
i.pi.p.. 20 min20 min

Human RBCHuman RBC

Caroline OthoroCaroline Othoro



Day 7Day 7 Day 14Day 14 Day 21Day 21 Day 28Day 28 Day 35Day 35 Day 42Day 42 Day 49Day 49 Day 56Day 56 Day 63Day 63

Human Stem cell Human Stem cell 
trafficking/differentiationtrafficking/differentiation

Dongmei LiuDongmei Liu



Humanized SCID Mouse as a model for:Humanized SCID Mouse as a model for:
•• Primary human xenografts.Primary human xenografts.

•• evaluation of novel therapeutics against cancer and evaluation of novel therapeutics against cancer and 
viruses.viruses.

•• Screening of potential drug target candidates.Screening of potential drug target candidates.

•• Human hematopoietic and embryonic stem cell Human hematopoietic and embryonic stem cell 
differentiation and maturation differentiation and maturation 

For more information and project design please contact:For more information and project design please contact:

Prabal Banerjee, PhDPrabal Banerjee, PhD

banerjep@upstate.edubanerjep@upstate.edu

315315--464464--54625462


